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[image: 30fc29ee-f4ca-4c42-9113-6c88ce117f31]
We are delighted to report on another year of impactful sand dam, climate-smart agriculture and environmental protection projects that have helped so many more vulnerable dryland communities to transform their own lives and land, despite unpredictable extreme weather and climate change. Highlights of 2022/23 also include the upscaling of our programmes, our first solar-powered water pump project, two more successful volunteer sand dam expeditions, the launch of our partnership with Ecosia (the tree-planting search engine) to plant 200,000 new trees in southeast Kenya, as well as the publishing of our impact report (demonstrating over 20 years of impact) and completion of our toolkit of training resources to increase the skills of our partners and provide more remote learning and support. Download the full report to find out more.
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2022 marks our 20th anniversary. 20 years of supporting vulnerable dryland communities to transform their own lives and land with sand dams and climate-smart agriculture. We hope you enjoy reading our 2021/22 report, with updates from our current programmes and illustrating how far our work has come (up to March 2022), with 1,253 sand dams enabled, providing over 1,133,000 people with access to clean water. We have also supported the planting of more than 1,181,000 trees, helping communities to rebuild, restore degraded land and regreen local environments. Download the full report to find out more.
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Despite the COVID-19 pandemic, we are delighted to report on a year of impactful water and climate-smart agriculture projects that have helped many more vulnerable dryland communities to transform their own lives and thrive in the face of global health threats and climate change. By the end of March 2021, your support had helped to enable the construction of 1,194 sand dams, bringing clean water to over 1,103,000 people. Your support had also enabled the implementation of a range of environmental protection measures, including the planting of more than 1,140,000 trees, providing sources of food, shade, and fuel, whilst also helping to mitigate the effects of global warming. With highlights from all of our overseas programmes, we hope our Annual Report illustrates the impact of your investment in Sand Dams Worldwide’s [formerly Excellent Development's] projects and we are thankful to all of our supporters that continue to make this all possible. Download the full report to find out more.
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By the end of March 2020, your support had helped to enable 1,158 sand dams to be built in water-scarce places, creating opportunity and hope for over 1 million people. In 2019/20 we also maintained our charitable spend and invested in new programmes. We hope our Annual Report illustrates the impact of your investment in Sand Dams Worldwide’s [formerly Excellent Development's] projects and we are thankful to all of our supporters that make this work possible. Download the full report to find out more.
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By the end of March 2019, your support had helped to enable 1,098 sand dams to be built in water-scarce places, creating opportunity and hope for over 1 million people. We hope our Annual Report illustrates the impact of your investment in Sand Dams Worldwide's [formerly Excellent Development’s] projects and we are thankful to all of our supporters that make this work possible. Download the full report to find out more.
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Sand Dams Worldwide’s [formerly Excellent Development's] Annual Report and Financial statements from 2017/18. Download the full report to find out more.
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Sand Dams Worldwide’s [formerly Excellent Development's] Annual Report and Financial statements from 2016/17. Download the full report to find out more.
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Sand Dams Worldwide’s [formerly Excellent Development's] Annual Report and Financial statements from 2015/16. Click here to read and download.
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Sand Dams Worldwide’s[formerly Excellent Development's] Annual Report and Financial statements from 2014/15. Click here to read and download.
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Sand Dams Worldwide’s [formerly Excellent Development's] Annual Report and Financial statements from 2013/14. Click here to read and download.
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Sand Dams Worldwide’s [formerly Excellent Development's] Annual Report and Financial statements from 2012/13. Click here to read and download.
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Sand Dams Worldwide’s [formerly Excellent Development's] Annual Report and Financial statements from 2011/12. Click here to read and download.
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Sand Dams Worldwide’s [formerly Excellent Development's] Annual Report and Financial statements from 2010/11. Click here to read and download.
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Sand Dams Worldwide’s [formerly Excellent Development's] Annual Report and Financial statements from 2009/10. Click here to read and download.
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[image: March 2024 sand dam expedition - hear from the volunteers!]

March 2024 sand dam expedition - hear from the volunteers!

Sand Dams Worldwide and a group of volunteers teamed up to support community members from Kithumba self-help group in southeast Kenya to build a sand dam. Hear what the volunteers, community and local partners had to say about the experience!
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Big Give Green Match Fund campaign: save the date and have your donations doubled!

Sand Dams Worldwide is once again taking part in the Big Give's Green Match Fund campaign, during which you can have your donations doubled!
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Sand Dams for Peace

Sand Dams Worldwide believes that sand dams could provide desperately needed new water supplies in southern Ethiopia and could play a pivotal role in reducing water-related conflict.
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Agustin and Julian give a dam

Hi! 18 months later here I am, back at it. Many of you followed my adventure in Kenya with my son Ian back in September '22 and it is now Julian who wants to "give a dam" with me.
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We support communities to build sustainable sand dams in some of the poorest, drought-stricken regions across our world.
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What is a sand dam?
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Donate

Please donate what you can to transform lives and land with sand dams and clean water.
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Reversing land degradation and desertification

Conservation of the environment is critical to the economic development of people living in drylands.
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Watch how sand dams work

Film explaining how sand dams work and their potential impact in the world's drylands
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The challenge

Find out what are drylands, why they are they are such harsh regions to live, how sand dams are applicable in drylands and what difference they can make to over 40% of the world's land surface.
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Act Now: Tackle Food Crisis With Sand Dams

Support dryland communities to overcome food shortages, and ensure they can grow enough food to eat and sell. It all starts with ensuring they have access to water. That’s where sand dams come in.
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1 million sand dams for 0.5 billion people by 2050

Read about our plan to directly support other organisations to build sand dams, in turn, realising our vision to support millions of the world’s poorest people by helping them to transform their own lives through water and soil conservation in drylands.
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Sand dam manual

For everything you need to know about building sand dams, click here to read (and download for free!), Sand Dams: A Practical & Technical Manual.
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Our approach

Find out more about Excellent's approach, from working with self-help groups to why we partner we on-ground, local organisations.
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